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Windows 7: Finally, Microsoft gets it right.
Dear Sarah,
On October 22, companies will finally have an alternative to the
aging Windows XP operating system released in 2001. Windows
Vista, the successor to Windows XP, was perceived by many as a
bloated product plagued with numerous initial problems. Due to
these issues, many companies avoided upgrading to Vista.
Windows 7 is a significant improvement.

What is new in Windows 7?
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Some new benefits of Windows 7 include:
Speed: Windows 7 runs faster than Vista and works better
on lower power computers.
Compatibility: Works with more third party hardware and
software.
Ease of Use: Better navigation and easier access to
important programs right from the taskbar.
Organization: Easier and improved file organization

Questions to ask before upgrading:

Twitter followers?
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:
What are my business goals? Will upgrading help me to
accomplish them?
Is my current hardware compatible?
Should I upgrade now, or wait until the "bugs" are worked
out?
Should I upgrade or should I start with a new PC or
installation?
How much will it all cost, and will it impact or improve my
productivity?

Need help figuring it all out? We can help.
Try the OfficeCare Windows 7 GAP Analysis!
The OfficeCare Windows 7 GAP Analysis is a quick, low-cost
assessment designed to identify:
1. Should I upgrade to Windows 7? When?
2. Is my current hardware compatible?
3. Will Windows 7 help my company save money or increase
productivity?
4. What are the "gotchas" that I need to look out for?
5. How much money will it cost?

Sarah Simon
OfficeCare

Save
25%

Take advantage of the OfficeCare Windows 7 GAP Analysis for a discounted
promotional rate in October. OfficeCare will provide this valuable assessment for your
organization at a 25% discount. Click here to request a Windows 7 GAP Analysis quote
or to schedule a consultation.

Offer Expires: October 31, 2009

